Ovizio partners with Pall Life Sciences to expand and commercialize
the iLine S microscope range
Brussels, Belgium, October 29, 2015 – Ovizio Imaging Systems, an innovative microscopy company specializing in automated cell culture monitoring systems, and Pall Life Sciences, a global leader in biopharmaceutical fluid management, today
announce the signing of a long term global supply agreement for the iLine S microscope. The financial terms of the agreement
have not been disclosed.
Ovizio has collaborated with Pall for several years to customize the iLine S microscope and will now further improve the
technology. The microscope has been specifically designed for use with Pall’s technology and will be commercialized as part
of Pall’s Xpansion® cell production platform; the first fully-closed bioreactor for large-scale production of adherent stem cells.
The partnership will give both Ovizio and Pall a competitive advantage in the expanding cell therapy market.
“With the iLine S quantitative microscope, our customers will now benefit from automated production supervision, reduced
production costs and accurate, efficient cell culture monitoring,” said Mario Philips, president of Single-Use Technologies at
Pall Life Sciences.
The partnership, along with the addition of the iLine S system to the product line, will secure additional revenue and open
up new market opportunities for Ovizio. It will allow Ovizio to connect with global distribution networks and to gain access to
Pall’s international client base. This is Ovizio’s second major partnership offering dedicated solutions to the bio pharmaceutical industry.
“This agreement strengthens our long-standing relationship with Pall Life Sciences. We are happy to continue the partnership.
This agreement reinforces our position as leaders in the quantitative cell imaging market,” said Philip Mathuis, CEO of Ovizio.
“We are working in close partnership with Pall to develop the next generation of microscopes to take cell therapy technology
to the next level.”
The iLine S microscope’s unique features include automated morphology and cell count, along with confluence monitoring in
multiple layers using a label-free and automated system.
The Xpansion cell culture system can now be ordered via Pall’s sales channels with the iLine S microscope.
For more information:
www.pall.com/xpansion
www.ovizio.com/en/Microscopes/iLine-S

About Ovizio Imaging Systems
Ovizio is an innovative Belgian company developing efficient quantitative microscopy solutions for life science applications.
Ovizio’s microscopes offer easy-to-use, label-free and non-invasive tools for real-time 3D imaging of living cells. Validated with
almost every type of transparent cell culture vessel, Ovizio’s devices can track cell density, cell morphology and cell viability
with the highest reproducibility at a single cell level. Applicable from R&D to manufacturing processes and enabling significant
cost reductions and quality improvement, Ovizio’s microscopes are particularly convenient and robust for automated cell
culture monitoring, analysis and quality control.
Follow us on LinkedIn or visit www.ovizio.com
About Pall Corporation
Pall Corporation (NYSE:PLL) is a filtration, separation and purification leader providing solutions to meet the critical fluid
management needs of customers across the broad spectrum of the life sciences industry. Pall works with customers to make
advances in health, safety and environmentally responsible technologies. The company’s engineered products enable process and product innovation. Those products also minimize emissions and waste. Pall Corporation is an S&P 500 company
working with customers worldwide.
Follow us on Twitter @PallCorporation or visit www.pall.com
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